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Dear Madame/Sir,
Contents
> Food & Confectionery

as a leading supplier of process and packaging technology, we today
look forward to tomorrow and beyond. To meet our slogan "Packaged as
promised. BOSCH" in the future, innovation and inventiveness are
especially important to us.

> Pharma
> Services

Learn more about our latest product launches and innovations in this
issue.

> Corporate News & Events

Enjoy reading,
Your pack insights editorial team

> Food & Confectionery

New horizontal flow wrapper is keeping your
products safe

Premium look and high product protection for
your chocolate brands

At Interpack, Bosch launched the inverted horizontal
flow wrapper Pack 301 ID to the European market,
designed for product safety, extended shelf life and
easy maintenance to meet global market needs.

Elegant appearance enhances chocolate brands’
shelf differentiation, while high product protection
ensures high quality. New wrapping solutions from
Bosch enable chocolate producers achieve both.

> Read more

> Read

Next generation Delta robotic packaging solutions
offer lower TCO

Change your pack style in less than three minutes
with the world’s most flexible biscuit packaging
system

New functionalities of Bosch’s robotic packaging
solutions address market trends and offer improved

At Interpack 2014, Bosch launched its Two-in-One

hygiene, increased performance as well as higher
operational efficiency.
> Read more

biscuit packaging line, a world’s first in high-speed
flexible biscuit handling to help manufacturers
capitalize on current and future market opportunities.
> Read more

> Pharma

AIM 8: taking inspection technology to the next
level

New Tablet Press from Product Brand Manesty
launched at Interpack 2014

At Interpack 2014, Bosch unveiled the new series of
fully automated inspection machines – and scored
points with a modular, high-end solution.

Exciting times ahead for Knowsley U.K. site
> Read more

> Read more

> Services

Bosch raises the bar for OEE
Together with Bosch Packaging Services, Mondelēz
Ireland improved the overall equipment effectiveness
(OEE) of its Cadbury Flake bars packaging line.
> Read more

Remanufactured Equipment at Bosch Packaging
Services
Do you have a legacy machine that you just can’t part
with? Or are you looking for a new machine but don’t
have the resources?
> Read more

> Corporate News & Events

Capsule School – an innovative platform to meet
future needs

Single-source solution for miniature sweets on
display at ProPak China

With health spending on the rise and patents about to
run out, it seems there are turbulent times ahead for
the pharmaceutical industry. But what does that mean
for you as a pharmacist?

To meet growing market demand for small
confectionery, Bosch will present its economic line
solution for bite-size products such as China snack
candy, chocolate, and wafers at ProPak China 2014.

> Read more

> Read more

Bosch presents process and inspection
technology at the INTERPHEX exhibition in Tokyo

Joachim Dittrich to lead the Liquid Food business
unit

We will be presenting our process, inspection and
packaging technology at the 27th international
pharmaceutical R&D and manufacturing expo and
conference in Tokyo, Japan.

Joachim Dittrich has been appointed head of the
Liquid Food business unit at Bosch Packaging
Technology

> Read more

Bosch Packaging Technology aims to keep
strengthening its leading position until 2020
Bosch Packaging Technology presents business
figures 2013 and future prospects at Interpack 2014
> Read more

> Read more

